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¿Who is EmprendeBelux targeting?
EmprendeBelux aims at supporting Spanish residents in Belgium and Luxembourg on the long
road to entrepreneurship and business consolidation. We are aware of the many challenges
that entrepreneurs and freelancers face and that
is why the Spanish Chamber has designed an
special programme oriented to facilitate the success of your project.

¿What are the advantages of joining the EmprendeBelux community?
Counselling1
We are aware of the questions that arise when
launching a company and that is the reason why
from EmprendeBelux we are willing to help you
with your main questions. In EmprendeBelux
we offer you the possibility to present us your
project and your major concerns related to legal
and fiscal aspects, we will provide the necessary
information to answer them through our network
of experts.

Whether you have a business idea or you have
already launched your company in Belgium or
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Luxembourg, we invite you to join the Empren-

of experience in supporting Spanish companies

deBelux community. We have put in place a set

in Belgium and Luxembourg and managing

of services adapted to the necessities of Spanish

different projects related to entrepreneurship.

entrepreneurs in these countries.

In addition, there are more than 30 associated
companies to the Spanish Chamber that provide

The programme has also the objective to support

comprehensive advisory services to companies.

Spanish freelancers registered in Belgium and /
or Luxembourg.
In EmpredeBelux we want to get to know your
project, help to boost your business and connect
you with other entrepreneurs in Belgium and / or
Luxembourg.

Activities
The training offered to companies offers the
possibility to entrepreneurs to boost their personal and professional development. In EmprendeBelux we believe in the continuous training,
and for that purpose we have planned a series
of workshops oriented to broaden and consolidate your knowledge in relevant areas of interest

1. This service will be managed by the personnel of EmprendeBelux. Depending on the nature of the request, it will be answered
by the managers of the programme or by external experts. All
information will be dealt confidentially.

.

for the Spanish entrepreneurs in Belgium and
Luxembourg.

Visibility and network of contacts
EmprendeBelux organises periodic events oriented to broaden your network and where other
participants of EmprendeBelux, as well as associated companies and other relevant private and
public institutions are invited. These events are

Newsletter
To be updated with the latest new of EmprendeBelux, you will be able to receive the bimonthly
newsletter of the Chamber where it includes a
section dedicated to EmprendeBelux, with the
activities planned for the programme as well as a
calendar of external events oriented to entrepreneurs.

an excellent opportunity to present your project
or business and exchange experiences and best
practices with other companies with larger experience in the country.
The members of EmprendeBelux will have the
possibility to meet quarterly in order to expose to
the Spanish Chamber their priority lines of action
regarding the programme.
Also, participating in this programme will allow
you to give more visibility to your project or
company among the more than 200 members
of the Chamber, and also through our bimonthly
newsletter which gathers more than 3.000 subscribers. The Spanish Chamber also has more
than 3.500 followers in the different social media
associated to the organisation and where different relevant information related with the activity

Other services
By taking part of EmprendeBlux, you will benefit
from the preferential prices in the domiciliation
of your business, as well as with the rental of
meeting room and offices located at the premises
of the Chamber.
If your are looking for qualified staff to hire in
your company, we put at your disposal our employment portal of the Chamber (www.empleobelux.com).
The participants of EmprendeBelux will be able
to publish job vacancies as well as access to the
data base of candidates registered in the platform.

of the companies of EmprendeBelux is shared.
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¿How to participate in EmprendeBelux?
We have designed three different categories for
members to adapt the services provided to the
profile of your project:
Participant Startup: 175€* - This category is oriented to startups with less than 24 months of activity
in Belgium or Luxembourg.
Entrepreneur member: 350€** - For SMEs constituted in Belgium or Luxembourg for more than 24
months.
Individual member: 175€** - Category oriented to
freelancers registered in Belgium or Luxembourg.
* VAT not included
** Exempt from VAT

Official Spanish Chamber of
Commerce in Belgium and
Luxembourg
Rue Belliard 20, 1
B-1040 - Brussels

¿Do you need more information?
Get in contact with us to have more information
and welcome you into EmprendeBelux.
Arturo Ibáñez | Soraya Bravo
Project Managers
info@e-camara.com
+32 2 517 17 140

Bld. Emmanuel Servais, 4
2535 - Luxembourg

